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BOOK SUMMARY: While 160 million Americans work, only one-third of them describe their
experience as engaging. That number falls to less than 20 percent when you ask the 2 billion
people who work across the globe. Author and CEO Kevin Hancock finds this unfortunate, and
unnecessary.
In the twenty-first century, work
should be more than just an
economic exercise. Work should be
meaningful to the people who do it.
In his new book, THE SEVENTH
POWER, Kevin Hancock lays out the
framework for a new leadership
model designed to strengthen the
voices of others and drive workplace
engagement to record levels, for the
benefit of all. The story follows Kevin
as he embarks on a series of
enlightening
travel
adventures
stretching from the Arizona desert to
Kiev, Ukraine. These experiences
uncover what Kevin comes to
describe as “Seven Lessons for the
Age of Shared Leadership.” Historically leaders have collected and centralized power and
decision-making control. In this book Kevin makes the case that in the twenty-first century,
dynamic leadership will be about “flipping that script” in a manner that disperses power and
invites everyone to lead.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Kevin Hancock is the CEO of Hancock Lumber Company. Established in
1848, it is one of America’s oldest family businesses. Today, the company, located in Maine, has
525 employees and competes both regionally and globally in the forest products and
construction supply industries.
Hancock Lumber is a six-time recipient of the Best Places to Work in Maine Award. The
company is also a recipient of the Maine Family Business of the Year Award, the Governor’s
Award for Business Excellence, and the ProSales National Dealer of the Year Award.
Kevin is a recipient of the Ed Muskie Access to Justice Award, the Habitat for Humanity Spirit of
Humanity Award, the Boy Scouts of America Distinguished Citizen Award, and Timber
Processing magazine’s Person of the Year Award. Kevin’s first book, NOT FOR SALE: FINDING
CENTER IN THE LAND OF CRAZY HORSE, won the 2015 National Indie Excellence Award, the
2016 Independent Authors Network Award, and the 2016 New York Book Festival Award.
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STORY LINE: In 2010, at the peak of the national housing and mortgage market collapse, Kevin
acquired a rare neurological speech disorder known as spasmodic dysphonia (SD). SD forced
Kevin to speak less and consequently develop a new leadership template that disperses power,
shares leadership, and strengthens the voices of others.
In 2012, Kevin began traveling to the remote Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in the southwest
corner of South Dakota, one of the largest, most isolated, and poorest reservations on the
northern plains, and home to the Oglala Sioux Tribe. At Pine Ridge, Kevin encountered an entire
community that did not feel fully heard.
The combination of these events led to a series of personal revelations:
•

From SD, Kevin learned what it is like to not feel fully heard.

•

At Pine Ridge, Kevin realized that there are lots of ways to lose your voice in this world.

•

Experiencing SD and Pine Ridge encouraged Kevin to revisit the very essence of what it
means to be human: Perhaps all humans are living a life on Earth in an effort to selfactualize—to access their own unique and never-to-be-repeated voice, and then to
bring it forth and share it with the world.

•

Unfortunately, across time, leaders of established organizations have done more to
restrict, limit, and direct the voices of others than to free and liberate them.

Kevin then had an epiphany: The partial loss of his own voice, which he had previously
considered nothing but a hindrance or a liability, was actually a gift—an invitation to lead
differently and give others a bigger voice. Additionally, Kevin realized that at Hancock Lumber,
he not only had the opportunity to contemplate this new approach to leadership—he could
actually apply it.
This sent Kevin on a business journey to reengineer Hancock Lumber as an employee-centric
company, where the primary focus of the organization would be the creation of a vibrant
employee experience. All other corporate priorities—such as product quality, customer service,
and even corporate profitability—would now be outcomes of this higher calling and mission.
The purpose of the company is to add value to the lives of the people who work there.
With the traditional corporate model, employees exist to serve the company. In the new model
Kevin envisions, the company exists to serve the employees. Furthermore, Kevin concludes that
this new kind of company can be created with just three simple paradigm shifts:
•

First, the company mission needs to change. The company’s purpose is to be meaningful
and add value to the lives of the people who work there. It will be a place where
everyone has a voice, and the human quest for self-actualization is advanced.

•

Second, the company needs a new key metric by which to measure its progress against
its mission, and that’s employee engagement, as defined by the employees themselves.
(Managers and supervisors at Hancock Lumber collect this data and feedback through
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•

the Best Places to Work in Maine survey system, and make improving this score their
top work priority.)
Finally, the company needs a new shared definition of leadership, whereby managers
and supervisors disperse rather than collect it, and employees embrace and accept it
rather than reject or merely observe it.

In recent years, Hancock Lumber has become a six-time Best Place to Work in Maine, with an
engagement score approaching 90 percent. Hancock Lumber has also set corporate
performance records in all priority categories.
A TRAVEL ADVENTURE: In this book, Kevin sets out on a series of travel adventures designed to
test, refine, and advance his pursuit of a new leadership model based on shared leadership and
dispersed power.
Kevin’s journey begins on the Colorado Plateau at the STAR School, where he is exposed to the
Navajo values of peacemaking and the importance of culture creation. Great people are
everywhere; it’s culture that makes the difference. At the end of this trip, alone in the desert at
sunset, Kevin grasps a key organizing principle: In nature, power is dispersed. The sacred
energy of the desert is dispersed throughout all creatures present. Humans—who are a part of
nature, not above it—should ultimately aspire to organize in this same way.
In Nashville, Kevin joins a global community united through spasmodic dysphonia. Kevin sees
the potential of accepting each voice as it is. No voice is ever broken. All voices are unique by
design.
In the backcountry of Wind Cave National Park on the northern plains, Kevin celebrates the
regenerative benefits of spending time alone in wild places. Here, Kevin turns inward, swapping
ego for self-awareness. Alone in the wilderness, Kevin has no titles, no roles, no
accomplishments—just the essence of his soul and its connectivity to all living creatures.
In Boston, in the shadow of a great cathedral at Copley Square, Kevin pedals, cries, and feels
reborn on a yellow bike that goes nowhere. He experiences a living corporate example of
making individual well-being the main organizational goal. SoulCycle is flipping the script on the
traditional business model in which the organization comes first.
Back home in Maine, at the Seeds of Peace Camp, Kevin learns that we all have about half the
story right. He meets the Paradigm Shifters and experiences a fresh leadership model that is
turning teenagers into global peacemakers. This remote camp confirms that change is an inside
job: We must all learn to listen—first to ourselves, and then to others, without judgment.
Understanding is the objective.
Next, Kevin is off to Kiev, where a sobering story of genocide provides inspirational testimony
to the resilience of the human spirit. Kevin meets two survivors of the Holodomor—the mass
starvation of the Ukrainian population engineered by Stalin and the Soviet Communist Party in
the 1930s—and experiences the value of getting out of his lane and taking advantage of the
flatness of the modern world.
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While still in Kiev, Kevin visits the upstart technology company, ZEO Alliance, and engages with
a group of inspiring young leaders working to create a “new normal” for society. Next, he’s off
to London, where he meets Colombian-born advertising executive Jose Miguel Sokoloff, who
relates how Christmas trees and soccer balls transcended fifty years of bloodshed, division, and
civil war. Both encounters reinforce the transformative value of broadening a company’s
mission to include all of humanity.
Across Kevin’s travels, seven lessons materialize. Each must be understood and integrated in
order for shared leadership to become possible:
#1. Great people are everywhere.
#2. Culture makes the difference.
#3. Change is created first from within.
#4. Organizations must shrink the center and localize decision making.
#5. Leaders must learn to listen to understand, not to judge.
#6. Overreaching has consequences.
#7. Companies must broaden their mission and serve humanity as a whole.
Throughout his travel adventures
Kevin describes the philosophy,
values, and strategies Hancock
Lumber has embraced on its
journey toward becoming an
employee-centric company, where
leadership responsibilities and
opportunities are broadly shared.
The book concludes with Kevin’s
deeply personal account of how he
found his voice through losing it.
This chapter offers an authentic
look at the spiritual quest for
healing and wholeness that all
humans are invited to undertake.
Finding
one’s
voice,
Kevin
concludes, is the essence of being
human.
Leaders
of
human
organizations have a choice: They can either centralize power and control the voices of others,
or they can disperse power, and liberate them.

All of this, Kevin explains, is in pursuit of the potential of a single question:
What if every person on Earth felt trusted, respected, valued, and heard? What might change—
and where might that change occur?
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Kevin believes that everything might change, and that the workplace is prime territory for this
type of transformation to be sparked.
“IN THE STORY THAT FOLLOWS, I travel over 15,000 miles, from my hometown in Casco, Maine,
to a remote Indian charter school on the edge of the Colorado Plateau, and eventually all the
way to Kiev, Ukraine. The unexpected journey was a puzzle filled with clues about the nature of
‘power’ and how it might be used more carefully and shared more broadly. Along the way I
encounter a collection of inspiring individuals and exceptional communities that are
transforming the traditional framework of leadership, followership, and organizational
excellence.
These encounters ultimately blossom into a series of insights as to how CEOs and other leaders
might elegantly break down the planet’s entrenched, top-down governance model in favor of a
new playbook for heightened human engagement, hallmarked by shared leadership, dispersed
power, and respect for all voices. Having found a piece of my own authentic voice, I wanted to
help others do the same, and a lumber company in Maine became an unlikely platform where
this could occur.” —Kevin Hancock
TO LEARN MORE:
•

•

•

•

Kevin’s story was featured in the
business section of the New York
Times, A Lumber Executive Loses His
Voice and Finds Balance.
Additional information, including links
to selected booksellers, is available at:
www.kevindhancock.com. Bulk orders
are available.
For more information about Hancock
Lumber Company, please visit:
www.hancocklumber.com.
Click here to watch Kevin’s talk at the
Do More Good Conference in Lincoln,
Nebraska.

CEO, author, and speaker Kevin Hancock on the Pine
Ridge Indian Reservation.

To contact Kevin Hancock regarding speaking engagements or interviews, please e-mail:
khancock@hancocklumber.com and kmclean@hancocklumber.com.
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WHAT EARLY READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT THE SEVENTH POWER:
“Kevin Hancock’s personal journey holds universal messages for people at all levels of business and
community. The Seventh Power’s new, more-inclusive approach to leadership and management will give
you important insights into your life, your career, and your company.”
—CHIP CONLEY, Hospitality Entrepreneur and Bestselling Author
“In his latest book, The Seventh Power, business visionary Kevin Hancock lays out a practical plan for
how to make businesses more profitable and healthy, so that everyone—customers, owners, and
employees—will flourish. I highly recommend this groundbreaking book.”
—CHRISTIANE NORTHRUP, MD, New York Times bestselling author of Women’s Bodies, Women’s
Wisdom, and Goddesses Never Age
“Many business books have discussed management, innovation, culture, and how to be great, but none
grab you like Kevin Hancock’s The Seventh Power: One CEO’s Journey into the Business of Shared
Leadership. Kevin takes what to most of us would be an insurmountable challenge and uses it as a
learning tool to make himself, those around him, and his company, better. The Seventh Power is not
only a good read, it’s a must-read for all aspiring leaders, and even those of us who have been around a
while. It’s never too late to learn!”
—RICK HOLLEY, Chairman of the Board, Weyerhaeuser Company
“Powerful. Genuine. Transformative. Those three words sum up the wisdom and humanity that Kevin
shares in The Seventh Power. By focusing on the intrinsic value of individuals, his vision and examples of
shared leadership from organizations worldwide make this the rare leadership book that effectively
transcends and challenges the traditional top-down management model. If you’re looking for a fresh,
authentic take on how a company can power up its people, its value to society, and its performance,
you’ve found it.”
—RICK SCHUMACHER, LBM Journal
“From his home in Maine to Navajo and Lakota communities in the West to Ukraine, Kevin Hancock
takes the reader on a personal journey of more than 15,000 miles in which he learns to listen and
empower people. The Seventh Power is an exploration of a new model of leadership in which individual
voices are heard and the human spirit is celebrated. The principles that Kevin puts to work in his 171year-old family business offer an enlightened way forward for all institutions.”
—SUSAN COLLINS, US Senator
“I have always admired Kevin for his reputation in the industry. The folks described in this book are
inspirational, transformational, and motivating. I am thankful that Kevin is generous and willing to share
his perspectives on a fresh path to corporate excellence through employee-centric thinking.”
—GEORGE EMMERSON, President, CEO Sierra Pacific Industries
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THE PRESENCE OF A SEVENTH POWER (Excerpt from the Introduction)
“All birds, even those of the same species, are not alike, and it is the same with animals and with
human beings. The reason Wakan Tanka does not make two birds, or animals, or human beings
exactly alike is because each is placed here by Wakan Tanka to be an independent individual
and to rely upon itself.”
—Shooter, Lakota Sioux
In the spring of 2013 I visited the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation for the second time. On that
trip, I had the opportunity to learn from a spiritual circle of young people who were
strengthening their community through a return to core Lakota values.
One young man, wise beyond his years, was discussing the symbols of his culture when he
paused and picked up a porcupine-quilled medicine wheel that lay on the table before us. “This
medicine wheel represents the Six Great Powers,” he said, referring to the sky, the earth, and
the four cardinal directions.
“These powers are all extensions of the Great Spirit, Wakan Tanka, who is everywhere and
present in all things. The sacred energy of the Universe does not just surround is; it is also
within us.”
While this understanding—that every individual is sacred—is prevalent in many indigenous
cultures, it is rarely incorporated into the leadership philosophy of modern human
organizations. Why? What established rules of governance might be threatened? Conversely,
what new approaches to excellence might be achieved with the knowledge that every
individual holds a piece of the Great Spirit within?
“Here at the center of the medicine wheel, some who know the old ways say that a Seventh
Power also exists,” the young man continued.
“What is the Seventh Power?” I asked, sensing something important was coming.
“The Seventh Power is you. The Seventh power is me. The Seventh Power represents the
individual human spirit,” he explained. “Each of us is a gift of the Great Spirit. Every person’s
thoughts and actions change the world.”
A community in which authentic self-expression has been systematically oppressed for
generations was rebuilding itself from within, one soul at a time, through the recognition of a
Seventh Power that dwells within us all.
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KEVIN SHARES 10 IDEAS FOR LEADERSHIP TRANSFORMATION:
1. CULTURE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE: Great people are actually everywhere; the planet is
full of them. So why do some companies, communities, and nations thrive while others
struggle to survive? It’s culture. The culture of an organization either collects power for
the center or disperses it to individuals.
2. CHANGE IS CREATED FIRST FROM WITHIN: Leaders, managers, and supervisors need to
manage others less, and themselves, more. It’s like Mahatma Gandhi said: “You must be
the change you want to see in the world.”
3. BECOME AN EMPLOYEE-CENTRIC COMPANY: Work should enhance the lives of the
people who do it! The “flywheel” of business success starts with the employee
experience. When employee engagement soars, customers and the corporation thrive
in return. In this model, profit becomes an outcome of a higher calling.
4. LISTEN FOR UNDERSTANDING, NOT JUDGMENT: The purpose of listening is
understanding. The goal is to make it safe for everyone to say what they actually think.
For this to happen, leaders must resist the temptation to “fix” or “correct” what people
say. The truth is plural, not singular. Every voice counts.
5. THE PURPOSE OF LIFE IS TO SELF-ACTUALIZE: The purpose of a human life is for each of
us to come into our own, never-to-be-repeated voice, and to share it with the world.
Work can become a primary place where adults self-actualize.
6. RESTRAINT IS THE KEY LEADERSHIP SKILL OF THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY: Restraint
means holding the power but not using it. Overreaching has consequences.
7. THERE IS ALWAYS MORE WORK THAT COULD BE DONE: As technology, teamwork, and
efficiency grow, work should take less time, not more.
8. “STAYING IN YOUR LANE” IS REALLY POOR ADVICE: Growth comes from getting out of
our lanes.
9. EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT IS MEASURABLE: Imagine if this was your company’s most
important metric. What might change?
10. IN NATURE, POWER IS DISPERSED: There is no capital or CEO of the forest. Humans are
a part of nature, not above it, and should ultimately aspire to organize in accordance
with nature’s most fundamental rules.
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FEATURED PRESS COVERAGE:

Find a complete list of media coverage, including video, podcast, print, and web links, online:
www.KevinDHancock.com/Media
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THE POWER OF GROUP DISCUSSION: The changes contemplated in this book will need to
involve everyone within an organization. As such, it makes sense that as many people as
possible read the book and discuss it together. This, of course, is the essence of shared
leadership. To that end, here is a set of questions that can serve as the basis for both selfreflection and group discussion.

A STARTER SET OF BOOK DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. Why is workplace engagement so low across America and around the globe? What is your sense
of the root cause?
2. Kevin believes that for companies to thrive in the twenty-first century, work must become more
than just an economic exercise. How do you feel about this statement?
3. Even though employee engagement is measurable, most companies don’t measure it. Why do
you suppose this is the case?
4. What is “the Seventh Power” as defined by Lakota spirituality and the Lakota medicine wheel?
5. What does the Lakota phrase Wakan Yeja mean, and how might it teach modern organizations
important leadership lessons?
6. What is an employee-centric company, and how might it differ from a capital-centric
organization?
7. What do you think about putting employees first, and customers, a close second? What
concerns you about this prioritization? What entices you?
8. In The Seventh Power Kevin repositions corporate profit as the “outcome of a higher calling.”
What is your reaction to Kevin’s assertion that putting this higher calling first actually improves
corporate profit performance?
9. What is your perspective on Kevin’s suggestion that one common purpose of human life is selfactualization, and that work can be a primary place for adults to self-actualize?
10. In order for employee feedback to be honest, meaningful, and sustained, Kevin believes that the
company culture must make it safe for people to say what they actually think. What are the
cultural conditions within an organization that make this possible?
11. Kevin encourages leaders, managers, and supervisors to coach and direct others a bit less and
themselves a bit more. Why does Kevin make this suggestion, and how do you feel about this
idea?
12. How did Kevin’s leadership style change to accommodate his voice disorder? Do you think his
influence became stronger or weaker as a result?
13. If you were suddenly forced to talk less at work, what might change? Would your effectiveness
most likely be diminished, or enhanced?
14. What lessons in leadership did Kevin learn from his time at Pine Ridge?
15. In the Arizona desert Kevin has an epiphany: “In nature, power is dispersed.” How does Kevin
apply this premise to organizational leadership?
16. Kevin goes on to suggest that while nature disperses power, it never guarantees equality of
outcomes. What do you think of this assertion, and how might it be relevant to business
leadership?
17. Alone in the wilderness of Wind Cave National Park, Kevin contemplates the connectivity of all
living creatures and the Lakota belief that we are all related. What are the potential implications
of our shared connectivity to the world of work and business?
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18. In chapter 4 (page 95), Kevin writes, “Organizational success in the modern age depends upon
real value creation for others, as defined by others. Few people are bound for long anymore to
their family, their school, their place of worship, their job, or even their government. The
expansion of mobility is a hallmark of the modern age. Increasingly, people keep moving until
they find places that serve, strengthen, and honor them.” Do you agree with this statement, and
if so, what’s the relevance for corporations and other organizations?
19. What is it about Waffle House and Lyft that interests Kevin so much when it comes to the future
of dispersed power in the workplace?
20. At the Seeds of Peace Camp, personal change is considered a prerequisite for interpersonal
change. How does this lesson apply to leadership and management skills within a company?
21. Kevin’s Dakota friend Catherine Grey Day talks about “internalized oppression.” What does this
term mean to you? What does its presence suggest about the history of human leadership?
22. According to Kevin, what are the common characteristics of overreaching? How are the lessons
of overreaching as exemplified by the Ukrainian Holodomor still relevant today?
23. Mykola Onyshchanko, Ukrainian Holodomor survivor and factory economist, tried to warn
Soviet leaders about the work culture in his native land. What exactly did he warn them about?
24. Pankaj Srivastava describes the ZEO Alliance goal of creating “a new normal.” What does he
mean by this phrase?
25. Jose Miguel Sokoloff describes his two big learnings from the messaging campaign that helped
to end the Colombian civil war. What are those learnings, and how are they applicable to
creating an outstanding work culture?
26. Of Kevin’s Seven Lessons for the Age of Shared Leadership, which is your favorite, and why?
27. How is the modern story of the Ringling Bros. Circus elephants relevant to the quest for
exceptional employee engagement in the workplace?
28. In chapter 8, Kevin lays out the case for a shorter work week and the creation of a new pay
incentive system that rewards making the work take less time, not more. What do you think of
this perspective?
29. In chapter 8 (page 224), Kevin describes the “biggest enemy of creating a fresh work culture.”
What is it, and do you agree?
30. What are the five steps in the Hancock Lumber employee engagement survey feedback system
(pages 226–230)? What are your thoughts on the potential effectiveness of this system, and
would you make any changes?
31. Kevin Hancock writes that ultimately, “every leader has the choice to collect authority or
disperse it” (page 235). Do you agree? How would you advise your own organization to go about
dispersing more power and sharing leadership more broadly?
32. What’s your one big takeaway from this book, and how might you put it into practice in your
own work/life experience?
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LEARN ABOUT KEVIN’S FIRST BOOK:
For Sale: Finding Center in the Land of Crazy
Horse is a unique, iconoclastic memoir that
traces one businessman’s journey deep into
Indian country—specifically, Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation—and even deeper into his own
soul. In a corporate world hallmarked by the
never-ending quest for bigger, better, more, this
CEO of one of America’s oldest family
businesses contemplates an organizational
structure where the goal is to do less, not more.
In a 24/7, Internet-wired world consumed with
roles,
responsibilities,
and
external
accomplishments, Kevin learns to look inward
for meaning and purpose.
In a modern-day adventure strikingly similar to
the ancient Lakota vision quest rite, Kevin
separates from his own tribe for the purpose of
seeking a deeper sense of self. Along the way,
he learns to be thankful for the partial loss of his
own speaking voice, finding it was his soul’s way of getting him to stop working, stop leading,
stop caretaking. In losing consistent access to his voice, Kevin discovers a pathway, a calling, to
strengthening the voices of others, which he uses to think differently about the future of Pine
Ridge, the future of Hancock Lumber, and the future of tribes everywhere.
WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT Not For Sale: Finding Center in the Land of Crazy Horse:

•

•
•

•

•

“I have read very few books that surprise
me. This book is magical. This book is
inspiring. This book is timeless.”
“I just can’t find the words to describe how
touched I was by your book.”
“Your book came to me for a reason, and
just at the right time. I read it twice, and its
pages are dotted with my tears (literally).”
I was totally mesmerized by your gift for
weaving your story together so beautifully!
Cheers to you for being a listener of
whispers, and being brave enough to share
your experiences with us all.”
“From the time I opened your book it was
hard to put it down; it is truly amazing.
Thank you for sharing your story!”

•

•

•
•
•
•
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“I just finished your book at 3:30 a.m.,
because I couldn’t put it down. I was sorry
that there were no more pages to turn.
Thank you!”
“Kevin, I just finished your book and need to
tell you how much I was moved by it (often
to tears), on so many levels.”
“Kevin, thank you for writing this book. Your
story touched me, heart and soul.”
“I laughed, I cried, and I was inspired by
your passion.”
“This book is personal, authentic, and
written with great style.”
“I feel I am more aware of my own inner
self through your descriptive writing.”
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